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DO YOUR BEST. MAKE THE BEST. MAKE IT HERE.

2018 CATALOG

1924 Gibson Loar L-5 (s/n 76477) 
in original case and LK Tweed 
Suitcase at Newark Liberty
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I’ve always considered the guitars true American art. When I 

couldn’t find a guitar strap to equal the beauty of my 1955 Fender 

Stratocaster I decided to make it myself and make it here.

I started The Laurence Kenyon Company out of a passion for un-

compromised quality and excellence. Most importantly all of our 

products are made in America. I draw inspiration from American 

ingenuity, individualism, and rock and roll. Beautiful, functional 

and durable. Every Laurence Kenyon product is a work of art.

Do your best. Make the best. Make it here.

Laurence Kenyon



The Laurence Kenyon Suitcase in Vintage Tweed

Our suitcase in vintage tweed looks and feels like the classic luggage of the late 1930’s brought to a contempo-

rary standard.  Skillfully made in our Ohio factory, the hand-crafted quality and attention to detail is unknown in 

modern luggage. The stain resistant tweed fabric is woven in South Carolina and was inspired by both luggage 

and musical instrument cases of the past.  The body of the suitcase is punctuated with handsomely stitched 

American Bridle Leather trim. Each piece includes more than 80 custom nickel-plated fasteners and retains a 

light carry-on a weight of just 7 lbs.  The interior is accented with two removable retaining belts. The matching 

leather handle is hand-made in Newark, N.J. using the techniques and machinery that produced handles for fine 

luggage through the 1930’s.  The handle alone should proudly be regarded as reclaimed American technology. 

Every suitcase is individually numbered and should be considered an heirloom. Our suitcase has no wheels.  

Pick it up. It feels as good as it looks.

Carry-on size measures 22” x 14” x 7”

$1675.00 

Standard shipping included
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The Laurence Kenyon Suitcase 
in “Sports Car” Perforated Cowhide

Style says it all. And hand made in the United States. We spared no detail. The perforated leather we use is tanned to the 

highest standards of durability and has been rated for seating in the aircraft industry. The body is punctuated with handsome-

ly stitched Chestnut bridle leather trim. Each suitcase includes more than 80 custom nickel plated fasteners and retains a light 

carry-on weight of just 7.5 lbs. 

The Chestnut bridle cowhide interior is accented with two removable retaining belts. The matching leather handle is hand 

made using the techniques and machinery that produced handles for fine luggage of the day as well as Gibson Guitar cases 

through the 1930’s. The handle alone should proudly be regarded as reclaimed American technology. Every suitcase is serial 

numbered and should be considered an heirloom. This suitcase has no wheels. Pick it up. It feels as good as it looks.

The suitcase comes complete with a matching Pickpocket, 2 keys, a sumptuous fleece storage bag and standard domestic 

shipping.

Carry-on size measures: 22” x 14” x 7”

Select Finish
Black Perforated Cowhide with Black American Bridle Cowhide Trim - $2675.00 

Blue Perforated Cowhide with Tan American Bridle Cowhide Trim - $2675.00 

Standard shipping included



Walter’s Handles. Walter’s father worked for the Specialty Handle Man-

ufacturing Company in Newark, N.J. They supplied leather handles to 

the now extinct American luggage industry. In fact, that same company 

supplied The Gibson Musical Instrument Company with case handles in 

the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s. About 60 years ago our entire luggage industry 

was shipped overseas and high quality American leather handles went 

as well. When that company folded, Walter’s father purchased the dies 

and equipment from his former employer and continued the tradition of 

hand-made leather handles. Until recently Walter continued in his father’s 

footsteps.

Sadly, Walter our friend and mentor is gone. But he inspired us to pick up 

where he left off. Now we manufacture high quality leather handles here. 

Art? Reclaimed American Technology? Insanity? 

We were lucky to find Walter. 

And we will always refer 

to the beautiful bridle 

leather handles by his 

name. You’ll find one of 

Walter’s handles on every 

one of our suitcases.
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Canvas Airline Cover

Our suitcase has been wear tested by airline baggage handlers many times. Even TSA has had an 

opportunity to destroy it. No casualties so far. However, in order to maintain its original appearance, 

we recommend our heavy-duty Canvas Airline Cover. The cover has an easy closure, is hand stenciled 

and made in Manhattan.

Heavy-duty canvas with natural lining - $100.00
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The “Guitar Strap” Duffle 
Hand-Crafted in North American Alligator

Excellence. This bag may prove to be one of your most coveted possessions. It’s hand made in Manhattan from 

the finest North American Alligator available anywhere. The bag is thoughtfully designed for wide access to a 

generous interior which includes 2 side pockets, a zippered compartment and a lanyard key strap.

We believe in authenticity. The comfortable woven double sided Alligator shoulder strap is also a guitar strap. 

The strap is detachable with genuine sailing snap shackles. That hardware is both forged and polished to perfec-

tion. This exceptional bag only gets better with use and age. We are confident it is unmatched anywhere in the 

world in both quality and style. It will be treasured by all who use it.

The Duffel is complete with a matching Pickpocket and a sumptuous fleece storage bag. Your bag will be hand 

delivered (domestic) by special courier.

Measures: 17-1/4” x 12-1/4” x 10-3/4”

Select Finish
Ebony Tanned North American Alligator - $20,000.00

Tobacco Tanned North American Alligator - $20,000.00

Custom colors per your request 

Courier Domestic Delivery Included
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Men’s Alligator “Guitar Strap” 
Belt with a sewn high polish 
Sterling Silver Buckle

Style and sophistication. Our belts are hand made from 

the finest North American Alligator. Each belt is carefully 

sewn with our Classic Buckle and backed with glove 

leather. The sterling silver buckle is hand cast and pol-

ished by our jeweler in Philadelphia. The belt is backed 

with glove leather. The classic design is equally at 

home with a business suit or your favorite pair of jeans. 

Always made in America.

Measures: 1-1/4 inches wide.  

Men’s Sizes 30 – 52.  

Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove 

black leather, sewn Polished Sterling Silver Buckle 

$975.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined in 

glove tan leather, sewn Polished Sterling Silver Buckle 

$975.00
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Men’s Alligator “Guitar Strap” 
Belt with a sewn matte  
Tumbled Bronze Buckle

Style and sophistication.  Our belts are hand-made from 

the finest North American Alligator.  Each belt is care-

fully sewn with our Classic Buckle in our own exclusive 

Matte Tumbled Bronze. Every buckle is hand-cast and 

finished by our jeweler in Philadelphia.  The belt is 

backed with glove leather.  The classic design is equal-

ly at home with a business suit or your favorite pair of 

jeans. Always made in America.

Measures: 1-1/4 inches wide.  

Men’s Sizes 30 – 52.  

Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove 

black leather, sewn Matte Tumbled Bronze Buckle 

$975.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined in 

glove tan leather, sewn Matte Tumbled Bronze Buckle 

$975.00
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Three Gusset City Case

It feels wonderful in your hand. Our three gusset City 
Case is made from the finest North American Alligator.  
The elegant symmetrical design and detailed tab clo-
sure secures your cell phone, credit cards and cash. As 
with all of our collection The City Case is hand crafted 
to the finest luxury standards and is made in America.  

Measures: 6-3/4” x 5” x 1”

Select Finish
Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove 
black suede - $925.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined in 
glove tan suede - $925.00

Standard domestic shipping included
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5 Pocket North American 
Alligator Wallet/Card Case 

It’s elegant, durable and just feels good every time you 
reach for it. Our Wallet/Card Case is hand-crafted from 
the finest North American Alligator and lined with glove 
leather.  The simple 5 pocket design carries your ID, 
cash and cards and remains thin in your pocket. The 
wallet is handmade to excellence in America.

Measures: 4-1/2” x 2-13/16” x 3/32” 

Select Finish
Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove 
tan leather - $195.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined in 
glove tan leather - $195.00 

Standard domestic shipping included
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The Laptop Portfolio in North American Alligator

Understated and exceptional.  Hand-made in America from the best Alligator in the world.  Our 

expandable crisp edge three-gusset design is lined in soft suede and will secure your laptop and 

documents with elegance and style.  Bring it to a meeting.  As with all of our collection there are no 

obvious logos, initials or markings to announce any brand or mar the “presence” of the case. We 

regard The Portfolio as an heirloom piece to be treasured by all who use it for years to come.

Measures: 13-1/2” x 10-1/2” x 1”

Select Finish

Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove black suede - $2800.00

Tobacco Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove tan suede - $2800.00

Custom colors per your request

Standard domestic overnight shipping included
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1975 Michael Gurian JB3H (s/n C1452) 
with LK Wide Strap in Whiskey
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The Laurence Kenyon Wide Guitar Strap
in North American Alligator

Simply the best guitar strap in the world and it’s made in America. Our strap is hand crafted from the finest 
North American Alligator and lined with glove leather. It’s soft, comfortable and very durable. The interwoven 
design provides almost infinite adjustment. Each strap includes our exclusive matching “PAF Bracelet” for at-
taching the strap to the headstock above the nut. What’s your guitar wearing?

Packaged in an American made fleece storage bag, standard domestic shipping is included.

Measures: 2-1/2 inches wide; Infinite Adjustment 
from 40-1/2 through 52-1/2

Select Finish 
Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined 
in glove black leather - $795.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined 
in glove tan leather - $795.00

PAF Bracelet sewn in matching 
Alligator included

“PAF” is a legal term meaning “Patent Applied For.” 
In the guitar world, PAF refers to pre-patent Gibson 
double coil “Humbucker” noise cancelling pickups.
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Vintage Guitar Strap
in North American Alligator

Our Vintage Whiskey Guitar Strap is modeled from the classic shoulder pad design that accompanied many 
new electric guitars in the 1950’s. The strap and pad are hand crafted in the United States from the finest North 
American Alligator. The length is easily and generously adjusted by a “Vintage” style buckle which is cast by 
our jeweler in Philadelphia. The buckle is available in your choice of Polished Sterling Silver or our own Matte 
Tumbled Bronze.

Packaged in an American made fleece storage bag, standard domestic shipping is included.

Measures: Shoulder Pad 10-1/2 inches x 2-3/8 inches; Strap 5/8 inches wide.   
Infinite Adjustment from 48 inches – 58 inches.

Select Finish
Ebony Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove black leather - $795.00

Whiskey Tanned North American Alligator lined in glove tan leather - $795.00

Select Buckle
Polished Sterling Silver – Included
or
Matte Tumbled Bronze – Included

Add Additional Buckle 
Polished Sterling Silver - $95.00
Matt Tumbled Bronze - $95.00

Standard domestic 
shipping included 

1968 “cap neck” Fender Telecaster (s/n SB211909)  
1954 Fender Deluxe Amplifier (s/n D10661) and  
LK Vintage Style Alligator Strap in Ebony  
with Sterling Silver Buckle
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The Artist Wide Guitar Strap is both finished and lined in 
specially tanned Blue North American Alligator. It’s soft, 
comfortable and durable. Each strap is hand crafted to ex-
cellence. The interwoven design provides almost infinite 
adjustment. The package comes in a Presentation Bam-
boo Box, our exclusive sewn “PAF Bracelet” and a match-
ing Pickpocket. The entire package is hand made here.

Packaged in an American made fleece storage bag, stan-
dard domestic shipping is included.

Measures: 2-1/2 inches wide; Infinite Adjustment from 40-
1/2 through 52-1/2

Finished and lined in Blue North American  
Alligator, PAF Bracelet and Pickpocket  
sewn in matching Alligator included

Packaged in Presentation 
Structured Core Bamboo Box

Standard domestic  
shipping included

$1950.00

Limited and numbered  
Artist Wide Guitar Strap 
in specially-tanned garment 
Blue North American Alligator

1961 Gibson SG Les Paul Standard (s/n 2228) 
with Artist Wide Guitar Strap in Specially  

Tanned Blue North American Alligator 
and matching Pickpocket
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The Laurence Kenyon Wide Guitar Strap
in “Sports Car” Perforated Leather

The best guitar strap in the world. Our “Sports Car” Perforated Leather Strap is hand crafted from the same 
leather often used in fine automobiles. The reversible Strap has a perforated and non-perforated side. It’s soft, 
comfortable and very durable. It even smells good! The Wide Guitar Strap has no metal and the interwoven 
design provides an almost infinite adjustment. And it’s made in America.

Measures: 2-1/2 inches wide; Infinite Adjustment from 40-1/2 through 52-1/2

PAF Bracelet sewn in matching leather included

Packaged in an American made fleece storage bag, standard domestic shipping is included.
Measures: 2-1/2 inches wide; Infinite Adjustment from 40-1/2 through 52-1/2

Select Color 
Black - $160.00
Sunburst Red - Coming Soon
EC Blue - Coming Soon
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1951 Fender “Nocaster” (s/n 0939)  
1956 Fender Deluxe Amplifier (s/n D10661)  
LK Wide Guitar Strap in Black “Sports Car”  

Perforated Leather
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Alligator Pickpocket

Don’t lose your picks with our exclusive Alligator 
Pickpocket. Made in America.

Finished in Tanned North American Alligator lined 
in suede with collar button closure and 6” tail.

Each Pickpocket includes a medium and heavy 
faux tortoise shell pick and domestic shipping.  

$85.00

“Sports Car”   
Leather Pickpocket
(not shown)

Finished in Perforated / Non-Perforated 
Cowhide with collar button closure 
with 6” tail

Includes a medium and heavy 
faux tortoise shell pick

Standard domestic shipping included
$50.00
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Deerskin “cafe” Jacket 

The “café” jacket was inspired by our 1975 Honda 

400F Café Racer. Modeled after a traditional denim 

jacket, it’s hand made in Manhattan. Essential to its 

design is a slight “no-crack” shirt tail back for lean-

ing forward and gripping clip-on handle bars. The 

supple deerskin feels broken-in the day you get it. 

What’s more remarkable is the all-weather perfor-

mance and durability of the deerskin. Even if you 

don’t ride you’ll love this jacket. 100% cotton lining. 

Do Your Best. Make The Best. Make It Here.

Available soon
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                                                                                           We take a lot              

                                                                              of pride in the design 

                                                                                            and quality of our goods.  

                                                                                              We also take pride that 

                                                                                               all of our goods are 

                                                                                          made here.  But we don’t                                                                                          

just assemble our products

                                                                                        in America.  We also can say 

                                                                        that 98% of our materials are sourced 

in America, even our packaging.

                                         QUALITY = DURABILITY = GREEN. 

The environmental cost of producing and reproducing “throwaway” products multiple 

times impacts natural resources, energy resources and your financial resources.

  

We at the Laurence Kenyon Company believe that planned obsolescence is not only 

commercially immoral but environmentally irresponsible.  We stand committed to 

manufacturing the highest quality goods that supports our commitment to 

sustainability and durability. Our stuff will last a long time.

1951 Fender “Nocaster” (s/n 1301)  
LK Vintage Guitar Strap in 

Whiskey American Alligator
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